
STRIP + FINISH
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Place “Wet Floor” signs in area.

Remove gross soils (labels, gum).

Sweep or dust-mop floor.1 2
Dilute NEUTRAL FLOOR CLEANER 

(2 oz. per gallon of cold tap water). Replace 

solution daily or when mop water is dirty.

3
Make the solution, then dip a 

clean mop into restorer and press 

out excess—do not use wringer. 4
Apply restorer as you would a finish, 

keeping 6" away from edges.

Allow to dry, then buff.

WEAR GOGGLES, GLOVES 
AND SLIP-RESISTANT SHOES 
WHEN USING THESE PRODUCTS.

Place “Wet Floor” signs in area. 

Remove gross soils (labels, gum).

Sweep or dust-mop floor.1

 DAILY MAINTENANCE

2
Dilute NEUTRAL FLOOR CLEANER 

(2 oz. per gallon of cold tap water). Replace 

solution daily or when mop water is dirty.

3
Apply to sealed floors with a mop 

or auto-scrubber. Allow floor to 

dry completely. 4
When dry, buff with high-speed 

machine and blue ice pad to high gloss.

Never buff with a soiled pad.

FLOOR CARE PROCEDURES   //                          //    

SCRUB + RECOAT

Dilute NEUTRAL FLOOR CLEANER 
(6 oz. per gallon of cold tap water).

Scrub with blue pad on auto scrubber 

or single disk machine.
1

4
Apply as many coats as required, allowing 

30—45 minutes between coats. Last coat 

should cover edges. To keep clean, follow

DAILY MAINTENANCE directions.
3

To recoat, line bucket with a fresh liner 

and pour in PREMIUM HIGH-SPEED 
FLOOR FINISH. Use a clean mop to 

outline the area and fill in using a figure- 

eight motion. Keep 6" away from edges.

2
Pick up cleaning solution with scrubber or 

wet vac. Replace solution when mop water 

becomes dirty. Damp-mop any residue with 

clear water, then allow floor to dry.

Place “Wet Floor” signs in area.

Remove gross soils (labels, gum).

Sweep or dust-mop floor.1

5
Pick up solution with mop, wet vac or 

auto scrubber. Damp-mop floor with 

clean water to remove all residue. 

Allow to dry before applying base coat.

4
Scrub floor with auto scrubber or floor machine 

using a proper stripping pad to break softened film. 

Flip pad and replace as needed. Keep 6" away 

from edges. Allow to dry, then buff.

6
To finish the floor, line bucket with a fresh liner 

and pour in PREMIUM HIGH-SPEED FLOOR 
FINISH. Pour only what you need and use clean 

finish mop. Dip into finish and press out excess.

8
Allow 30 minutes to dry between finish coats 

(4—5 coats). Last coat should cover edges. Allow 

to dry completely (4 hours) before allowing traffic.

3
Allow to stand 5—10 minutes minimum. 

DO NOT ALLOW SOLUTION TO DRY.

Re-wet as needed.

2
Divide work areas into small 5' x 20' areas. 

Dilute 1 part HEAVY-DUTY FLOOR STRIPPER 
with 5 parts water. Apply enough material to 

ensure complete wetting.

7
To apply a full, even coat, outline the area to 

be finished. Fill in the outlined area with a 

figure-eight motion. Keep 6" away from edges.
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